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Nasis Books Store | EL CROQUIS 161 MANSILLA AND TUÃ‘Ã“N 1992-2012 | A special commemorative issue of El Croquis chronicles the life and work of this exemplary couple. It includes photographs taken around the world and an article about the collaboration with the world famous second-hand book dealer Michel Tinto, whose collaboration with Stanley and Jennifer began in 1997. The first Standyp
book, unique and unparalleled in the world, was presented at the recent Livrar book fair in Paris. The book is dedicated to Robert and Joan Standup. In defense of the stars who were nominated for the 2015 Literature Prize, most of the nominations were predetermined. Augustus Potter sacrificed his biography and biographical material for this work in his novel "Close". February 26 at the club "Project OGI"
will host an author's evening by George R.R. Martina The event will take place as part of the "Full Moon" cycle, every Friday for a whole month. Free admission. Address: Potapovsky lane, 8/12, building 2 Just before the closing of the Forum of Russian Compatriots Living Abroad, Sergey Komkov, Rector of the Federal Institute for the Development of Education in the Russian Federation, spoke about the
importance of maintaining a single cultural space, about the prospects and status of the Russian language and Russian-language education in Africa and the Middle East. Work continues on compiling dictionaries of the language, dialects and local dialects of the Ivanovo region. The project is aimed at preserving and developing speech, the culture of its speakers, as well as all the dialectal components through
which these components are codified. About 60 books in Russian were donated on Sunday evening from the humanities warehouse at the Russian Abroad bookstore in central Moscow, the press service of the New Book Club charity organization told RIA Novosti. The author of the book, a senior lieutenant of the GRU special forces, was captured while trying to deliver weapons to Daesh militants (the Arabic
name for the Islamic State banned in Russia - ed.) in Syria.At the Fifth International Congress of Compatriots, which is taking place on January 22-24 in Moscow, Nadezhda Ostapova, the first Russian woman recently arrested in Baku, read out a greeting in Russian from the President of Azerbaijan, Ilham Aliyev. The central event of the congress was the presentation of the first prize to compatriots who have
made a significant contribution to
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